A support vector machine tool for adaptive tomotherapy treatments: Prediction of head and neck patients criticalities.
Adaptive radiation therapy (ART) is an advanced field of radiation oncology. Image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) methods can support daily setup and assess anatomical variations during therapy, which could prevent incorrect dose distribution and unexpected toxicities. A re-planning to correct these anatomical variations should be done daily/weekly, but to be applicable to a large number of patients, still require time consumption and resources. Using unsupervised machine learning on retrospective data, we have developed a predictive network, to identify patients that would benefit of a re-planning. 1200 MVCT of 40 head and neck (H&N) cases were re-contoured, automatically, using deformable hybrid registration and structures mapping. Deformable algorithm and MATLAB(®) homemade machine learning process, developed, allow prediction of criticalities for Tomotherapy treatments. Using retrospective analysis of H&N treatments, we have investigated and predicted tumor shrinkage and organ at risk (OAR) deformations. Support vector machine (SVM) and cluster analysis have identified cases or treatment sessions with potential criticalities, based on dose and volume discrepancies between fractions. During 1st weeks of treatment, 84% of patients shown an output comparable to average standard radiation treatment behavior. Starting from the 4th week, significant morpho-dosimetric changes affect 77% of patients, suggesting need for re-planning. The comparison of treatment delivered and ART simulation was carried out with receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, showing monotonous increase of ROC area. Warping methods, supported by daily image analysis and predictive tools, can improve personalization and monitoring of each treatment, thereby minimizing anatomic and dosimetric divergences from initial constraints.